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Executive Summary
Oil and gas glut . China meltdown . Imminent carbon caps and climate change mitigation . 
Plummeting demand for coal . Encroaching renewables . These are just some of the puzzle pieces 
that executives at energy companies are grappling with to forecast the future . Will the industry 
return to business as usual? Or is this a harbinger of a new reality?

Of primary concern to the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) is proactively negotiating budgets 
while preparing for either a return to growth or a long period of instability . For the C-suite, 
particularly the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and the Chief Information Officer (CIO), a precarious 
balance emerges between the information technology line item expenditures and the 
requirements of the business . 

While seemingly easy, short-term answers often involve trimming staff, reducing budgets, and 
canceling programs, there are more strategic ways to continue funding initiatives and drive 
innovation . Slash and burn will not help an enterprise prepare for an upturn in oil prices and 
the resumption of drilling and mining operations . 

This paper addresses many of the common scenarios that organizations face in a crisis and 
provides alternative methods that IT and procurement teams can use to significantly reduce 
operating expense (OPEX) costs while preserving funds for critical business projects . Specifically, 
this is an ideal time to analyze legacy systems and the support and maintenance agreements 
associated with them .

For instance, a standard enterprise resource planning (ERP) software maintenance contract 
typically costs 20 percent of the software license purchase price annually . For an energy 
corporation with hundreds of software licenses, that can equate to millions of dollars per year 
in maintenance fees alone . Even if you’re paying far less, the big question is: Are you getting 
your money’s worth? 

It used to be that paying software maintenance fees yielded good customer support and 
contributed to product improvements delivered via upgrades and new functionality and feature 
packs . Yet through the years, megavendors achieved growing profits from those maintenance 
contracts that now top 90 percent margins1 . While great for investors, this dramatic increase in 
earnings exists side by side with the erosion of the vendors’ customer support model and any 
notable software improvements . The megavendors, whose products are a cornerstone of corporate 
operations, have essentially trapped themselves and their customers in this revenue paradigm .

This is where the opportunity lies . Adopting a hybrid approach, hundreds of corporations have 
canceled their low-value vendor support agreements . Instead, they’re able to maintain their 
mature and feature-rich ERP systems on their own terms, regaining control of their support 
experience and budget . On average, those who choose independent support save 1 .5 times their 
annual maintenance fees . For one energy corporation, that’s proven to be $33 million over a ten-
year period . Clients who free up operating budget are reallocating those recouped funds to launch 
strategic projects and maintain headcount — and your company can do the same .

¹ Nucleus Research, “The Golden Age of Third-Party Support,” February 2016, http://bit .ly/25gTB51

http://bit.ly/25gTB51
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Navigating the Oil and Gas Crisis in 2016 
and Beyond
Many international energy and mining companies have modified their spending 
plans for 2016 . Several times, in fact . Budgets at oil and gas corporations in 
particular are being reduced by 50 percent on average2 — steeper than most 
analysts’ expectations . Of those companies, the top 30 had previously reduced 
their spending plans by more than 70 percent after a bleak 2015 . While reduced 
prices for oilfield services and increased efficiencies in engineering have 
helped groups scale back spending, many industry analysts warn that there is a 
possibility of additional, deeper cuts on the horizon . 

The ripple effects of deep budget cuts at these global companies — which not 
only supply resource commodities to every other industry, but also consume 
many products and services — are unprecedented . 

These types of sweeping budget cuts impact entire organizations, but the 
challenges faced by IT teams are multifaceted . Even when budgets are 
predictably reduced with decreasing revenue, IT groups must continue 
to respond to the demands of the business . Infrastructure, equipment, 
applications, and telecommunications must remain in place, and some are 
under contract . They also require technical support . 

Balancing Programs, Headcount, and Budget
The typical solution-oriented response to mass budget cuts is to cancel programs 
and schedule layoffs . In early 2015, IDC polled 29 CIOs in the oil and gas industry 
to examine their technology strategies for the upcoming year . The results revealed 
that 65 percent would be cutting their budgets less than 5 percent . However, a 
second IDC poll later that year found that 60 percent of CIOs had much more 
consequential financial plans that included workforce reductions .

Cutting headcount is literally a two-edged sword for IT . Current projects are 
slowed by understaffing, new projects are delayed or canceled, and support for 
existing applications is stretched thin . Then, when there are signs of growth, 
demand for IT support picks up, further delaying new projects and innovation . 

With the average company spending 80 to 90 percent of its IT budget just to keep 
the lights on, there’s not much room left to adjust to economic downturns like 
those we’re experiencing today . IT leaders and procurement teams are seeking 
creative ways to manage and improve the effectiveness of their allocated funds so 
they can protect their investments in talent and innovative applications .

2 Reuters, “Marathon Oil Slashes CAPEX 50%, Posts Quarterly Loss,” February 17, 2016, http://bit .ly/1WDWiaW

ENERGY INDUSTRY  
LOSSES MOUNT 

In response to the price 
collapse, companies are 
making drastic cuts to budgets, 
suspending drilling, and 
reducing workforce. 

Amid a 58 percent drop in 
fourth-quarter earnings, 
Exxon Mobil said it will cut 
capital expenditures by 25 
percent this year to $23.2 
billion, following a 15 percent 
reduction in 2015.

Chevron has announced a 24 
percent cut in its 2016 capital 
budget to $26.6 billion and 
potential layoffs of about 
6,500. BP said it will trim 
capital spending by 10 percent 
to about $17 billion and will 
chop 4,000 jobs in 2016.

“Reductions will come 
primarily from the 
deferral of onshore 
drilling and exploration 
programs in the Lower 
48, and deferral of major 
project spending”  
— Conoco

http://bit.ly/1WDWiaW
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Despite Budget Cuts, Pressure to Innovate Remains Imperative
While IT teams struggle to reconcile spending decreases with maintaining infrastructure and 
service levels, they are under constant pressure to remain nimble . New, emerging technologies 
can mitigate the impact of lower revenue . Forward-thinking executives are enlisting IT resources 
to create new applications and services in order to maximize revenue and save money in the 
long term .As an example, an oilfield service company rolled out an Internet of Things (IOT) 
app to monitor remote field equipment for corrosion and imminent malfunctions . Similarly, 
a transportation and logistics provider3 put its resources into a mobile app that provided 
customers with strategic information and tactical frontline decision-support data, such as 
enabling them to visualize its logistics process .

During a November 2015 webinar4 Jill Feblowitz, vice president of IDC Energy Insights, noted 
that IDC believes energy companies will need to deploy third-platform technologies, including 
mobile applications and big data analytics, as well as software accelerators, to capture an edge 
in times of leaner budgets . 

Falling Revenue Necessitates Reevaluation of IT Programs
When budgets are flat or declining overall, initiatives like these require that funds materialize 
from elsewhere in the organization . This is another opportunity for IT and procurement teams to 
determine where costs can be optimized . It’s also an appropriate time for leaders to seek new 
ways of redistributing the IT budget to reap more value from dollars spent .  

In the process of analyzing balance sheets, a frequent conversation between CFOs and CIOs 
centers on the rising costs of ERP system support and upgrades . According to recent benchmark 
data5 from Accenture (see Table 1), software is either the first or second largest category of IT 
spend . Of that amount, 50 to 60 percent of software spend goes to maintenance and support . 
Furthermore, their studies indicate that approximately $12 billion is spent on maintenance fees 
for unused software . Accenture dubs this “an invisible tax on corporate IT budgets .”

3 Rimini Street, “BDP International Saves on Oracle Database Support and Accelerates Innovative Application Development,” 2016, 
http://bit .ly/1ZlYbLc
4 IDC Webinar, “IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Oil & Gas 2016 Predictions,” November 4, 2015, http://bit .ly/1UgGlKk
5 Accenture, “How software maintenance fees are siphoning away your IT Budget – and How to Stop It,” 2014 . http://bit .ly/1TMAImE

http://bit.ly/1ZlYbLc
http://bit.ly/1UgGlKk
http://bit.ly/1TMAImE
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Industry Revenue 
(USD $M)

IT Spend Software 
Spend (%)

SW Spend 
(USD $M)

SW Maint 
(50-60% of 
SW Spend)

SW Maint 
(USD $M)

Savings
$M 
(@23%)

Margin 
Impact

CPG $2000 2 .42% 38% $18 .4 55% $10 .12 $2 .33 0 .12%

Manufacturing $2000 1 .55% 26% $8 .1 55% $4 .43 $1 .02 0 .05%

Tech $2000 4 .05% 13% $10 .5 55% $5 .79 $1 .33 0 .07

Life Sciences $2000 0 .99& 23% $4 .6 55% $2 .50 $0 .58 0 .03%

Bus Services $2000 1 .94% 26% 10 .1 55% $5 .55 $1 .28 0 .06%

Savings Range
$ .06M 0 .03%

$2 .3M 0 .12%

 Table 1 . IT spend as a percentage of revenue based on benchmark data . Source: Accenture .

Over a 10 to 15-year time period — the typical lifespan of many enterprise applications — the 
cumulative ERP maintenance payments far outweigh the initial software purchase . In effect, 
organizations pay for software three to four times over and get little in the way of service from 
the vendor . Why is that? Much like a new car, the value of maintenance depreciates rapidly in 
the first few years . Reasons for this include users becoming comfortable with the new software, 
initial implementation and business process kinks being resolved, and the software itself 
becoming more stable with age . Paradoxically, vendor maintenance costs increase over time, 
while the volume of support calls declines . 

Equally worth evaluating are the quantifiable benefits of incremental upgrades . Often costly, 
vendor-driven enhancements demand time and dedicated resources, as well as funding for 
infrastructure in the case of full system upgrades . A study by Panaya, an industry consulting firm 
that assessed hundreds of real-world SAP systems to determine which functions clients actually 
activated in Enhancement Packs 1–4, found that the adoption rate of the features and functions 
in SAP Enhancement Packs is very low .6 For example, the report cites that the most-utilized 
manufacturing functionality is deployed in only 8 percent of the customer base with materials 
management functionality also seeing very limited utilization of 3 to 8 percent . To further 
underpin the questionable value of cumulative software improvements, an Oracle Application 
User Group (OAUG) survey established that an astounding 73 percent of customers upgraded 
because support for their current release was ending — not for new features or capabilities .7

When there are clear business benefits, upgrading ERP software is a prudent course of action . 
However for many, the reality is that IT departments continue to pay more for vendor support 
and maintenance while realizing less value over time . This is why more and more organizations 
are classifying vendor-provided software maintenance fees as a prime category to reevaluate 
and in which to cut costs . 

6 Panaya, “SAP Enhancement Pack 5 Fact Sheet,” http://bit .ly/22sQ58V
7 OAUG Research Line, “ERP Upgrades: What’s Your Philosophy? 2012 OAUG Survey on Enterprise Application/ERP Suite Upgrade Strategies,” 
February, 2012, http://www .oracle .com/us/products/applications/oaug-erp-upgrades-1531330 .pdf .

http://bit.ly/22sQ58V
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/applications/oaug-erp-upgrades-1531330.pdf
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Analyzing ERP Application Priorities  
One of the first steps in reducing ERP maintenance costs in order to reallocate funds to innovation 
is to meet with the vendor . Discussing contract and upgrade options is part of the process . It’s also 
important to understand that the megavendors are very aware of their customers’ predicament . 
However, they are unmotivated to adjust their revenue model on maintenance contracts that 
totaled $18 .8 billion in 20158, because investors expect sustained profits . 

Vendors argue that maintenance funds support new core product capabilities and that they are 
delivered to customers systematically . However, most research and development investment is 
going into new technologies and solutions such as in-memory databases, mobile computing, and 
cloud solutions . These are enticing prospects, but the drawback is that customers will have to 
purchase these innovative products separately . 

To get customers off older, stable versions of ERP application suites, vendors might use a 
bait and switch strategy to promote their newer subscription apps, which initially have less 
functionality . These unproven cloud apps, won’t be less expensive because their implementation 
often requires running parallel systems for years while the vanilla apps catch up in functionality 
with the heavily customized ERP applications commonly found in complex industries like energy 
and mining . Subscription costs for cloud apps may look great on the OPEX/CAPEX spreadsheet 
until it’s apparent they can’t be customized on demand to meet changes in business needs . It’s 
critical to keep an eye on promised versus current functionality, to make sure that new cloud 
apps supply enhanced capabilities at less cost, not fewer functions at a higher cost .

It’s also important to consider that operating on a stable and mature ERP suite, with a tried 
and true technology stack as the foundation, keeps business operations running with minimal 
effort and expense . In times of economic and budget turmoil, it is wise to keep stable systems 
operating and leave enhancements for later . In fact, later is often the best choice . Freedom of 
choice to upgrade, when and if there are business benefits to do so, is just one advantage of 
leaving vendor support .

The Need for a New ERP Support Model
Canceling an ERP vendor maintenance agreement can be a pivotal business decision for 
a company, and freeing up significant budget to reallocate elsewhere can transform an 
organization . The primary objective, of course, is to secure a new ERP support solution that 
maximizes the value received from dollars spent . Choosing between self-support, consulting 
firms, or independent support providers must ultimately not reduce the performance of critical 
business systems . While research shows that substantial savings can be garnered by switching 
to independent support9, lower cost is not the only driver .

8 Nucleus Research, “The Golden Age of Third-Party Support,” February 2016, http://bit .ly/25gTB51
9 Rimini Street, “Survey Report: SAP Application Strategies for 2015 and Beyond; and “Rimini Street Survey Report Oracle Applications 
Strategies for 2015 and Beyond,” 2015 .

http://bit.ly/25gTB51
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The new model of enterprise software support services pioneered by Rimini 
Street reduces the economic impact of ongoing ERP maintenance by at least 50 
percent and, of equal or greater importance, vastly improves the level of support 
for business-critical systems . Employing support engineers with a minimum of 
10 years’ experience in ERP systems running on technology stacks ranging from 
legacy mainframes to today’s cloud platforms, ensures a deep understanding of 
the software as well as the underlying business processes . Support for the current 
release is guaranteed for 15 years as well support for custom code that gives 
organizations an operational edge over vanilla ERP applications .

Priority 1 support requests receive a guaranteed callback in less than 30 
minutes, with average actual response times to critical client inquiries less 
than five minutes . That’s a big plus for IT — and a welcome change from 
vendor support, which many teams avoid calling unless absolutely necessary . 
In addition, choosing independent support does not equate to freezing the 
ERP platform . All upgrades, fixes, and enhancements already purchased within 
current maintenance contracts are archived and available to apply when 
needed . Organizations can choose when to upgrade and which enhancements 
to use . That’s freedom of choice and an important benefit of independent 
support . Support is provided worldwide and all tax, legal, and regulatory 
updates are included . Providing technical and business process support for 
complex ERP systems requires a new service paradigm that goes beyond call 
centers, limited break/fix support, and simply saving money . For example, a 
well-known $11 billion energy company is getting better service with Rimini 
Street and saving more than $33 million in support and upgrade costs over the 
next 10 years (see Figure 1) . CLIENT:  

UNIFIED ENERGY COMPANY 

Revenue: $11 Billion 
Oracle® Annual Maintenance 
Fees: $1,896,000 
Real-world savings with Rimini 
Street:

• Saved $1 million annually in 
maintenance fees

• Saved $7-8 million per 
system by not upgrading 
HCM and FIN

• Potentially will save 
$500,000 due to free 
support for customizations

Total Annual Maintenance 
Savings: $3,298,000

Annual Maintenance Fees

22%Customization Support

18%Maintenance Resources

33%

Upgrades 27%

Paying $1,896,000 Million Annual Maintenance Fees

$948,000

$3,298,000

50% savings on $1,896,000

Total savings annually

$500,000 3.3 Full-time employees

$350,000 2.3 Full-time employees

$1,500,000
Annualized savings by avoiding 
upgrades and/or enhancement packs

Figure 1 . Total savings after switching to Rimini Street Support . Source: Rimini Street
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Conclusion
Independent Support Is an Essential Strategy to Consider 
Leaders in energy and mining enterprises know that their industries are riding 
a rollercoaster of supply and demand . The gut-wrenching plunges in oil and 
gas prices are inevitable in a hyper-connected global marketplace governed not 
only by market principles, but also by politics, unpredictable wars in volatile 
countries, and climate change mitigation .

Preparing for tomorrow’s pricing fluctuations requires investment in IT today 
to bring innovative technology to bear on predicting trends and reacting to 
them as quickly as possible . Mobile customer-facing applications must perform 
flawlessly to keep transactions frictionless and secure . Warehouses of big data 
require complex analytics and technical analysts to monitor the health of the 
enterprise . Innovations like these require well-funded IT budgets for ongoing 
investments in technology and IT personnel . 

An intelligent strategy in today’s environment is to adopt a hybrid approach 
to ERP system management . The leading ERP platforms that have been the 
mainstay of most global enterprises will reliably support tens of thousands 
of users and billions of dollars in transactions . These mature, battle-tested 
systems don’t need a constant stream of updates and microenhancements 
to run the standard processes of business . Moving away from expensive, low-
value maintenance contracts to independent support enables the redirection 
of IT funding from stagnation to innovation . Transforming operations today will 
prepare organizations for the next swing of the economic pendulum . 

For More Information
To learn more about safeguarding your strategic investments, call our team at 
1-888 .870 .9692 or send an inquiry to info@riministreet .com .

About Rimini Street
Rimini Street is the premier 
independent enterprise 
software support provider. 
Clients enjoy higher levels of 
support, save up to 90% on 
their total maintenance costs, 
and free up funds that can 
be used to drive innovation. 
They can remain on their 
current software release 
while receiving support – 
including for custom code and 
interoperability – for at least 
15 years. And can upgrade 
when it meets their business 
requirements.

To learn more, visit  
www.riministreet.com.
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